Obama Era
Dear Mr. President
Letter 8: Final Stand
I embrace you as this nation’s leader out of respect for the Great Planner King
Jesus. He truly knows how the road of office living has been for you. Who can
leaders truly drink truth from in this place of leading so many people? Who has the
ability to fully understand the needed weight placed upon the shoulders of any who
have been graced with great governing authority? Who has been there? Other
leaders. But when the leaders have their disagreements or when it’s time to vote,
the once friendly-based office networks fall away into getting “likes” for office
positions.
Power—it’s what so many long for, yet they are not ready to have that leadership
position. What led you to take up this major plan in shifting government details?
Have you always wanted to have a face that will always be remembered for trying
to build on top of a mountain, laid there, in place by the ones before? When will
the race actually end? When will you truly feel that you have succeeded in what
purpose you were elected?
You have succeeded. We can say this based on how you have shifted the whole
nation. You have made it truly clear that one nation under God, here, is truly not
given. You have made it clear that having full freedom to live, however, is killing
the people. All can eat the heaviest junk food at their convenience. Take away this
junk, and cancer will amazingly decrease to more than half. You want to help the
nation. Help them with how they eat in this nation. Food is the obesity driving
force for heavy medical and hospital assistance.
Cut the root out first. Give this new training to all of the schools. Don’t take your
hands off of those who turn of legal age. Train the young and old on how natural
foods will be the way of health and longer living. Organic may not be the way for
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all, but note what’s killing the people. Note what’s causing major cancerous
growths. Learn what the major fast-food chains are placing in their meats, and then
step back and take a look at how the healthcare reformation is a band-aid relief.
What must be done? A nationwide diet shift must happen. New dietary restrictions
must be placed in all service orders. Learning to love the way you look—it’s much
more than wearing certain outfits.
The power to move in bringing major shifts has been given into your hands, and
it’s time to have your final moving of words that will leave a legacy with the next
leader entering this office you walk in. It’s a major plan to bring healing. Then you
can reduce how much the families are paying when actual ways to reduce
treatment are presented and fully implemented. Final stands, not warm words. The
nation will learn how the body works.
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